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A Message from Executive Director David Lowry
By the time we all see this Dec. issue of Prosit, we will look back approx. 4 months to a great convention in August
in Annapolis, MD. Big thanks go to the Gambrinus Stein club. Everyone had a great time at a very nice hotel where
facilities were superior. We had great fun with the pre-convention tours, the meals, the stein auctions, the informative
talks, beer and seeing old friends again and meeting new ones.
Mentioning conventions, we encourage all chapters to take a look at hosting future conventions, beginning in 2014.
It's fun to do in the planning stages, when the convention is actually functioning and after when we look back and
see/say "A job well done"! I helped with the Golden Gate Zechers hosting the SCI Conventions in 1992 (San Francisco) and 2009 (Las Vegas) and have many happy and positive memories from these events. Please discuss at the
chapter level doing this and let us know. Some positive changes to encourage chapters to step up and host a convention were decided on at this last convention. See detals in this issue of Prosit. If you have any questions, do not
hesitate to contact our 1st Vice President for Conventions Sue Fox and/or me.
As we get closer to the holiday festivities that I'm sure we all have planned, it will be time for the majority of our
members to renew their membership with SCI. Please do this on time. Our club like any organization is viable and
strong depending on our present membership remaining and attracting new ones to the great hobby that we all
support, as well as the life-long friendships that we make at the chapter and parent club levels. In fact, we all should
be members of both SCI clubs , the international parent organization, and our local chapter. If you are not a memb e r s ) of both, please consider doing so.
There has been much going on at our website, steincollectors.org. It is a great research tool with the different
original stein catalogs and older Prosit pages added. In addition, there are many books and other publications available for checkout from the Library as well as older and current convention talks being available now for purchase or
checkout on DVD format. If you are interested, contact our Librarian, Lyn Ayers. Then after doing the research that
interests you, how about writing an article on your findings for Prosit? It is fun and informative to do this. We learn
while we are doing it and we learn much from others having their articles in print. Contact the Prosit Editor Ron Fox
if you have questions on how to proceed.
We also have a great and beneficial provision in the Speaker Program. Each chapter is allowed a stipend of $400.
yearly to defray some costs of having an out of area speaker give a presentation at a chapter meeting(s). Authorization is needed BEFORE the talk takes place, so when doing this please obtain an authorization form from the website (the form is attached to the end of the Standing Rules) or I can send you one. Get it to me as soon as possible
before your meeting so we can get your chapter reimbursed properly.
I am just beginning in this role as your Executive Director, but if you have ANY suggestions or ideas to further our
mission of attracting new members and retaining the members that we already have, do not hesitate to contact me
by email, snail mail, or phone. It is my intention to retain our present membership and generate new ones for our
membership rolls. We have an Executive Committee presently that will listen to and try ideas to accomplish this
goal. Also, if you have ideas or suggestions on just making our club more fun and informative, either to the more
seasoned collector or the brand new novice collector, do not hesitate to contact either our President Justin Pimentel
or myself.
So until we talk again, holiday greetings to you all and have fun at your local chapter meetings and happy stein
hunting!!!
Dave Lowry
SCI Executive Director
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Actions Taken by SCI's Board of Trustees and the General Membership
The following decisions were made by the SCI Board of Trustees and
the General Membership at the 2012 convention in Annapolis, MD^

Proposals approved:
The service awards were reverted back to their original names: the
Jack Heiman Service Award and the SCI Service Recognition Award.
The selection criteria for the Jack Lowenstein Editor's Award were
added to the Standing Rules. The Prosit Editor obtains this award
after polling the Master Steinologists on the best article in Prosit magazine from the last year.

Outgoing officers are Dave Lowry (Secretary), Ralph Joyce (1st
Vice President-Conventions), Dave Bruha (Executive Director), Pat
Zimmerman (2nd Vice President-Membership), and Chuck Keiser
(Database Manager, leaving end of calendar year 2012). Janice
Oberhausen will assume this position in January 2013.
Members are urged to review the full minutes of the Board of
Trustees and of the General Membership meetings posted in the
Members Only section of the SCI website (jw.org). Look inside the
SCI Business link.
Dave Lowry, SCI Secretary (now Executive Director).

Regarding future conventions, it was decided to increase to $2000.
from $1000. the amount in the convention budget to cover expenses
for a post-convention get-together for the convention staff, as long
as the profit of the convention can cover this amount.
Future convention chairmen will receive a free convention registration, along with their spouse and 4 other persons of the chairman's
choice from the convention committee, not to exceed $1200.
Raffle proceeds from future conventions will go directly to the chapter
hosting the convention. All costs would be assumed by the host
chapter. These funds would be managed via an account established
by the host chapter independently of any other convention activity.
The 2013 SCI Convention will be held in the Los Angeles area. The
Vice President of Conventions and Executive Director have the responsibility for planning / organizing this convention.

The General Membership elected the following officers, effective immediately after the end of the convention in August 2012:
Executive Director - Dave Lowry
1st Vice President- Conventions - Sue Fox
2nd Vice President- Membership - Tom Ertl
Chapter Support & Development - Ralph Joyce
Secretary - Pat Zimmerman

The following awards were announced and presented:
Master Steinologist - Chris Wheeler
Jack Heiman Service Award - Ravi Patel
Jack Lowenstein Editor's Award - Bill Hamer for his series of articles
on Faience Steins
SCI Service Recognition Award - Fred Irtz
Gemütlichkeit Award - Carolyn Estep
Miss Beer stein - Carol Fox

Photos courtesy of Martin Estep
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IDENTIFYING FAIENCE
STEINS - PART 6
By William Hamer

Magdeburg (1754-1785)
Johann Philipp Guichard and a town syndicate owned the Magdeburg faience factory, which was founded in 1754 with the
production of faience tiles. Two years later
they bought three houses in Magdeburg in
order to increase the faience production. It
wasn't until 1764 that Guichard received
the privilege for this faience factory. This
privilege was extended 10 years in 1779.
No further extentions were granted in 1789
and it is believed faience production ended
in 1785 or shortly after. Guichard received
a privilege to make stoneware that year.
The Magdeburg factory, which was located
in central Germany near Berlin and Potsdam, is unique in that they made two different types of steins. They made typical
faience with opaque white tin oxide glaze
and creamware that is a transparent lead
glaze allowing the natural clay color to
come through. In reviewing all of the
Magdeburg steins that have sold in auctions through the last 20 years, you find the
creamware pieces as often as their faience
counterparts. Figure 1 shows the typical
Magdeburg white faience stein while figure
2 shows their creamware version. We hope
this article and the many photos will help
educate the collector with enough information to recognize pieces from this factory
and their two different stein bodies.

Faience Decoration
The decoration on the white faience steins
is very crisp. The paintings are in manganese, yellow, green, and blue with both
a dark and light shade of each color being
used. The scene is centered on the front of
the stein and usually there are trees on
both sides of the stein. Blue clouds are
painted in the background, often with flying
birds. Figures 3 & 4 show two faience
steins one with a Chinese scene and other
of a horse. The gold/orange decoration to
the left of the Asian character in figure 3
(looks like a tower) is typical on many
Magdeburg pieces and can be seen to the
right of the horse in figure 4. Unique to the
white glazed steins is the fact that the trees
that appear on each side of the steins are
always palm trees (figure 5). The only exception is floral steins where the floral decoration wraps around the entire body. On
architectural, stag, and horse themes the
main scene is usually painted in a manganese color. Also, note the yellow mounds
with blue flowers, again typical for these

pieces. Horse scenes which have been
found on nine steins from various auctions
all look the same, and thus can be used to
identify a Magdeburg piece. The most frequet scenes on the white faience are figural, horses, floral, and architectural, in
descending order of frequency.

Faience Handles
There is only one style of handle used on
the faience bodies. It is a heavy, thick, freeform handle tapering from top to bottom
with the a side view of the handle in the
shape of a D. This handle is flat on the inside and rounded on the outside (figure5).
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Faience Pewter Work
The pewter lid usually has a top rim lip ring
and the base is a straight side full pewter
base with the bottom of the stein usually
completely covered with pewter.

Faience Marks
Below are variations of the M mark which
can also be found in script painted in manganese, blue, blue-green, or green (fig 6-9)

translucent and allowed much of the
natural clay color to show through,
which is responsible for the ivory/cream
coloring.
Unique to these steins is that the ground
under the middle scene is usually yellow
and green as shown in figure 2 which
shows a creamware stein with a horse.

Creamware Decoration
Up until the mid 1990's, the faience type
steins that have an ivory colored glaze
were called creamware by many auction
houses and were not identified as Magdeburg pieces. As I have mentioned in the first
paragraph of this article, the Magdeburg
factory was granted a privilege to manufactore stoneware in 1785. Even though these
creamware steins do not make us think of
stoneware as we know it, it was in fact fine
stoneware (Steinzeug) and greatly differed
from their faience line.
Pottery had been thrown and made on a
potter's wheel for centuries. The shape and
size of a piece was determined by the manipulation and talent of the potter. The English potters discovered that if they liquified
the clay, they could pour it into plaster
molds containing the desired shape and
size of the piece they were looking to create. This allowed the pottery industry a way
of mass producing an item using normal
workers with little to no experience. The discovery changed the ceramic industry forever.
The Magdeburg factory took this new ceramic development and used it to form their
new stoneware steins. The other noted difference from their faience line was the
change to lead glaze from the normal
opaque tin glaze. The lead glaze was

There are trees on each side of
creamware steins and they are always
normal trees and never palm trees (see
figure 10). Blue clouds are painted in the
background, often with flying birds. On
architectual, stag, and horse themes the
main scene is usually painted in manganese. The most frequent themes on
the ivory glazed pieces are figural,
stags, and architectural, in descending
order of frequency.

Creamware Handles
The creamware steins have two types of
handles. The first design was mostly
free-formed with no tapering from top to
bottom. The side view again is in the
shape of a D, being flat on the inside
and a rounded on the outside. The bottom handle attachment has a molded
leaf type design. This handle design is
seldom found as it was only used at the
beginning of their new production and
quickly gave way to the more commonly
found design (figure 10).

sign just mentioned. The handle has
a thin cross section with a molded
edge on both sides and has no tapering from top to bottom. This handle is
shown in figures 11&12.

I believe that the handle design progressed as the factory refined their
manufacturing techniques and can
be used to help date the steins from
early in the production cycle to later.
The faience handles will never be
found with their later creamware
molded design and it is fair to say
they fall into the 1764-1785 production era. The earlier creamware
molded handle is a combination of
the older faience free form handle
with a molded lower attachment. This
handle helps to tie the white faience
and creamware pieces together as
being manufactured by the same factory. It is safe to assume steins with
this handle type fall close close to the
1785 production period. The later allmolded handle shows more sophistication in its manufaturing and
attachment methods. This handle is
found on the majority of Magdeburg
creamware colored steins from 1785
on. It is fair to conclude that Magdeburg's stoneware creamware production continued into the early 1800's.

Creamware Pewter Work
The second design found on creamware
pieces was a completely molded handle. The top and bottom attachments
used the same leaf design, which was
applied to the stein body, and is the
same design that was used in the bottom attachment of the earlier handle de-

The pewter lid usually has a top rim
lip ring and the base is a straight side
full pewter base with the bottom of
the stein usually completely covered
with pewter.
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Creamware Marks
I have yet to find the M mark, shown in figures 6-9, on any of the creamware steins.
The only mark I have found is the impressed name of "Guichard" (see figure
13), the founder of the Magdeburg factory.

UPDATE:
Since first writing this article in the September 2006 issue of PROSIT, I have found
several more marks for the creamware
steins. First is the block style M similar to
the faience pieces and this is shown in figure 14. Also note that the bottom of the
creamware stein is completely glazed. Figure 15 shows an impressed M and this
mark is on the same stein shown in figure
14. Thus, this stein has two different M
marks. A second photo of the impressed M
is shown in figure 16. Note that this impressed M is followed by the number 28.
Finally, there is a script style M that usually
has a period at the end. Figure 17 shows
an example of the mark.
Special thanks are given to Johannes Vogt
and Ron Fox. Johannes supplied me with
numerous photos from his past auctions.
Ron made several additions regarding the
ceramic terminology and factory history.
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